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Remember Brain Science

• In adapting to new situations, we fly into fight/flight brain

• Unmotivated, confused, scattered, hard to persist, hard to initiate, 
longer to encode, longer to demonstrate knowledge, longer to 
complete tasks

• Doubly so for kids with EF deficits (ADHD, anxiety, depression, 
autism, bipolar, learning disability, neuropsych issues)

• Structure and routine helps this because it reduces decision 
making (which is a cognitive stressor)
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Early in the 
Back to 
School

• The ”fall apart” after school
• Have been “holding it together” all 

day
• Normalize needing quiet time
• Might need some “developmentally 

regressed” comforts
• Doubly so for kids with EF deficits
• Might need exercise, might need to 

zone out
• Not a time to ask them to clean room, 

do chores, nonpreferred activity
• Avoid interrogating them about their 

day
• Interviewing for Injury
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When the 
“Honeymoon” 

is over

• Common for challenging behaviors to appear late 
September to early October (both at home and in school)

• Most common time - especially beginning in 4th grade – to 
see what looks like a drop in confidence, self-esteem, 
motivation

• Really important to re-double efforts to have predictability, 
routine, familiarity.

• May need increase in sleep, down time

• May need increase in activity, engaged time
• Find something fun to “look forward” to

• Value of hard work – doing things that need to be done but  
that aren’t fun makes you strong

• Time to ignite curiosity – what interests outside of school 
that aren’t organized sports or screen-based does your 
child have?
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Motivation

• Intrinsic vs. extrinsic
•Must recognize that even when you 

are doing something you love, 
sometimes you need extrinsic 
motivation to get things done
•Most successful people use BOTH
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Study Habits

Elementary school and 
early middle school –
we try to build good 
habits, 

School success is less a 
reflection of high IQ as 
it is a measure of good 
work habits, being 
able to work when you 
don’t feel like working 
(Emotional, 
Behavioral, 
Relationship Skills)
Model doing the things you 
don’t want to do and how 
you motivate yourself 
(pomodoro method = work in 
20 min increments and 5 min 
breaks)

Are you working 
alongside or 
“hovering”
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You need a strategy not an attitude adjustment

• Remember that they don’t have to like the work –
they just have to do the work. 
• This speaks to emotional intelligence – do we over-

save them from uncomfortable feelings?
• This teaches them that it is bad to feel 

uncomfortable and you should escape it
• Doing it even when you don’t want to – is a skill 

they need
• You don’t learn a skill by being yelled at – riding a 

bike
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Caring about the grade – good or bad?

• Perfectionism 
• Grades should reflect mastery of content but they can measure other (not so good) 

things.
• Can become a source of power struggle
• They can come to think that our love is conditional on their performance
• We love them the same on their best day as on their worst
• Consequences delivered by same loving parent – don’t need to escalate – just be 

consistent
• I’m not worried about what you say as much as how you say it
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When they struggle
Great when you work hard on something you 
like and do well

Better when you work hard on something that 
you do not like and struggle at

Remember that school is made for kids with 
great EF skills

Find the areas that they have success –
outside of school and use these as motivation

“lazy”, “unmotivated” – it is natural to avoid 
things that make you feel dumb
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Careful of “over-
accommodating” 

fear and anxiety

• Well-meaning parents, doctors, other professionals ask for 
kids to be able to avoid those things they fear or that 
produce anxiety

• Well-meaning schools write support plans that allow 
children to avoid “fear or anxiety provoking” situations that 
will be part of their normal adult life

• Anxiety gets “bigger” when we flee it

• Anxiety get ”bigger” when we repeatedly reassure

• Better to develop a specific, definable goal
• My child will be able to talk in front of a small group of 

people about something he knows well
• My child will be able to enter the school without crying 

or fussing
• My child will be able to approach another child and ask 

to play

• Then develop “baby-steps” on the way to that goal
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Supporting versus Intruding

• When to let them fail, when to step in
• Supporting and encouraging

• With elementary school kids – when they are learning something new, they need to feel 
distress and discomfort. 

• Kids need to ask for help from teachers. Don’t jump in and do it for them. 
• Think about the skill of advocating, finding where to get help etc. INSTEAD of producing 

perfection for the teacher

• Who are the supports they already have (teacher, tutor, coach, therapist) are these people 
talking to each other

• Get out of the middle of this by middle school – it will cause problems in the family 
relationship

• Has the school told you to back off?
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How Busy Should They Be?

• Importance of unstructured play
• Critical BOREDOME

• Develops distress tolerance
• Imagination, critical thinking, planning, organizing, negotiating

• Extracurricular of some kind predicts good outcomes. Overscheduling does not.
• Should have at least SOME days of the week where they have nothing to do
• 75% of maximum
• No more than 10 hours per week of outside employment for teens
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Parent the Child God Gave You

• Trying to get the kid to change doesn’t work
• Power Struggle
• Damages the relationship

• Changing your parenting to accommodate your kid’s gifts and challenges 
works better
• What do they need, what are they interested in
• The “clone” mistake

• Our own self-awareness about this is first and critical step
• Our triggers
• Parenting includes grief
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Take Aways

• New circumstances make us feel confused, forgetful, hard to motivate,  resistant to start 
and persist

• Structure and routine makes this better by “decreasing the cognitive load”
• Expect a “fall-apart” after school, after school in the beginning
• May rely on developmentally “regressed” coping
• Careful of ”interviewing for injury”
• After the honeymoon expect lower motivation, lower self-esteem, esp in 4th grade
• Set up study habits in elementary and step back by 4th grade and step away by 7th grade
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Take Aways

• EQ – a time to practice getting good at feeling bad
• Perfectionism can be  low self-regard wrapped up to look like high standards
• They know that your love is not conditional on their performance
• Avoid calling “lazy or unmotivated” – no of us are motivated to do things we are 

not good at
• Remember that the teacher needs to see their work – not ours
• Fleeing anxiety makes it bigger – careful of over-accommodating
• Boredom is critical – 75% of maximum
• Parent the child God gave you – take it easy on yourself, parenting includes grief
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